Support cities journey towards climate neutrality through the Cities Mission platform

Speakers: Andrea Gabaldón (CARTIF) + Koldo Urrutia (Tecnalia)
NetZeroCities key activities

- **Mission platform** – organise and make accessible to all cities available tools, resources, expertise, capabilities to reach the Climate Neutral and Smart Cities Mission:
  
  “Create 100 climate neutral-cities in 2030 by and for the citizens”
  
  The mission platform to be fully operational Sept 2022

- **Climate-neutral city contracts** (25-30 cities to be selected)

- **Large scale pilots** – up to 30 cities to receive substantial funding for innovation-focused projects

- And more…
Digital role in the platform

- Cities needs
  - Context
  - Objectives and strategies

- Knowledge repository

- Current existing catalogues (SOTA)

- Impacts and co-benefits achieved to avoid DNSH
- How to finance the solution
- How to involve citizens and stakeholders
- How to implement the solution successfully (Barriers, steps to follow, etc.)
- How to apply social innovation

- Taxonomies
- Tagging/indexing
- Artificial intelligence

Accelerating cities' transition to net zero emissions by 2030
Digital solutions in the taxonomy

EU INFO KIT

- Consumption of electricity and district heating/cooling
- All buildings and facilities (known as ‘stationary energy’)
- All vehicles and transport
- Chemical processes in industry
- Waste generated
- Land use including agriculture, forestry and other land uses

NET ZERO CITIES

- Built environment
- Energy systems
- Mobility and transport
- Green industry
- Circular economy
- Nature-based solutions
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Human role in the platform

Cities needs
Context
Objectives and strategies

Knowledge repository

City guide
Experts

Human support

Provide services
... to build capacity
... to assess
... to design
... to engage (…)
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Human role in the platform

**SERVICE LEVEL 1**
- Public to ALL cities - Accessible through the portal
- Information: Catalogue, Knowledge repository

**SERVICE LEVEL 2**
- To MISSION cities – Accessible through the platform
- Tailored advisory service for detailed support (City Guides, workshops, capacity building activities, etc.)

**SERVICE LEVEL 3**
- To NZC pilot cities – Accessible through the platform
- Expertise to design and demonstrate solutions, supporting pilots and combining solutions from the catalogue

**Provide services**
- ... to build capacity
- ... to assess
- ... to design
- ... to engage (…)

Accelerating cities’ transition to net zero emissions by 2030
Climate neutrality is not an easy task... 
...let’s provide some support!
Thank you!

andgab@cartif.es
koldo.urrutia@tecnalia.com
Get in touch with the project!

@NetZeroCitiesEU

NetZeroCitiesEU

NetZeroCities

hello@netzerocities.eu

www.netzerocities.eu